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Topic Name?
Use Case Driven Implementation Guides for C-CDA
What problem are you trying to solve?
We sometimes create standards without considering what we are trying to do with them, or how we are supposed to use them. Implementation Guides are 
supposed to align with use, but they don’t always do a good job at spelling out the use. What are the use cases? How do we use IGs and specifications?
How are you planning on leading the discussion? (What is your planned approach, what steps will you take?)
I think I’ll put together a short presentation and then use an IG with an example C-CDA and a short-demo if I can get an environment to work in.
What samples do you plan to use to support the discussion? (Please describe or attach sample xml you will be reviewing.)
C-CDA – not sure what type of template yet. I need to come up with the specific use case.
What actions do you want attendees to do before or what samples or examples do you want them to bring to the session?
They don’t necessarily need to do anything ahead of time. If I have time, I may provide some materials they can review, but it won’t be mandatory.
What actions are you expecting to happen as a result of your session?
I would like more implementers to take this away as an approach in their own development, but I would also like to encourage more participation in the 
development community by bringing more use cases to the standards body and helping to develop new IG’s.
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